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Abstract. Early time optical observations of GRBs are very important
for revealing the prompt emission and afterglow properties of these energetic explosions. The observations of the well-studied GRBs by Swift
indicate that early time properties of the optical light-curves share diverse
set of features broadly consistent with the predictions made by various afterglow models though outliers exists. The comparison of a subset of wellmonitored GRBs and their early time properties at optical are compared
with that seen at X-ray (Swift-XRT) and γ−ray frequencies. In most of the
cases, the very early optical observations of GRBs do not trace the canonical decay nature seen at XRT frequencies, suggesting different origins for
the observed early emissions in the two bands. In some of the early optical
light-curves, the smooth rise and decay features are consistent with the onset of the afterglow although such features are also expected if the emission
is seen off-axis and/or the outflow is structured.
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1. Introduction
Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) are short lived (10−3 to 103 seconds) extremely bright
(Isotropic equivalent γ−ray energy ∼ 1052 − 1054 erg) cosmological γ−ray sources,
emitting photons of energy ∼ 10 keV–10 GeV. Followed by the GRB, ultra-relativistically ejected material interact with the surrounding medium through shocks and may
produce afterglows, visible in all bands from X−ray to radio frequencies. Afterglows being longer-lasting than GRB prompt emission, provide a multi-band platform to study these energetic cosmic explosions in detail (Gehrels, Ramirez-Ruiz &
Fox 2009). To calculate the overall spectrum due to electrons, it is required to integrate them over the electron’s Lorentz factor distribution. It is assumed that the energy
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distribution of these accelerated electrons with Lorentz factor γe is a power-law distribution and is expressed as N(γe ) ∝ γe−p , γe > γm (Sari, Piran & Narayan 1998),
where γm is the maximum cut off of the energy distribution and p is the electron energy index. Usually the value of p > 2 is in agreement with the relativistic shock
acceleration (Achterberg et al. 2001) but hard electron energy spectrum (i.e. p < 2)
has also been seen in some cases (Bhattacharya 2001). When the forward shock is
formed, a reverse shock that propagates backwards into the ejecta is also generated.
The brightness of the reverse shock emission decays very rapidly compared to the
decay of the forward component (Kobayashi 2000). It is predicted that at early time
the reverse shock can produce extremely bright optical flashes while at late time the
optical flux is completely dominated by the forward shock emission (Meszaros 1997;
Sari & Piran 1999). In reality, the resultant light curve at optical frequencies is a complex, time-dependent mixture of the emissions due to these components and provides
important insight into the physics and energetics of the explosion.
We have used the following conventions throughout the article: the power-law
flux is given as F(ν, t) ∝ t−α ν−β , where α is the temporal decay index and β is the
spectral slope; we assume a standard cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 , Ωm =
0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7; all errors and uncertainties are quoted at the 1σ confidence level.

2. Importance of early optical observations
Early optical observations of GRBs during the prompt emission phase or soon after,
are clean tracers of the crucial properties of the fireball. Specifically, the early time
monotonically rising light curves seen at optical frequencies could be used to understand the onset of the forward shock emission (Sari & Piran 1999) and reveal possible
geometric effects associated with the structure of the jet (Panaitescu et al. 1998; Rossi
et al. 2002).
2.1

Correlation between prompt optical/γ-ray emission

Spectral energy distribution of the prompt emission of GRBs is one of the leastunderstood area. There are handful of known cases with optical emission detected
contemporaneously with γ-rays for example GRB 990123 (Akerlof et al. 1999), GRB
041219A (Vestrand et al. 2005), GRB 050401 (Rykoff et al. 2005), GRB 050904
and GRB 051111 (Yost et al. 2007), GRB 080319B (Racusin et al. 2008) and GRB
080607 (Perley et al. 2011). However, in none of the cases there is any consistent
connection between prompt optical observations and the contemporaneous γ-rays. In
a few cases, the optical and prompt γ-ray emissions seems to be correlated (GRB
051111, see Yost et al. (2007) and GRB 080319B, see Racusin et al. (2008) whereas
in some of the cases the two emission components require a spectral break or some
other possible origins. Fermi-LAT observations of GRBs also indicate that the GeV
emission is delayed in comparison to the prompt emission observed at GMB frequencies and exhibit power-law decay nature, indicative of an afterglow origin (Ghiselini
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et al. 2010). Broadly, the contemporaneous observations at optical and γ-rays indicate
that deceleration of the fireball occurs earlier than end of the high energy emission.
2.2

Constrains on reverse shock emission

The prompt optical emission was first detected for GRB 990123 (Akerlof et al. 1999)
showing an optical flare that was interpreted as the signature of a reverse shock emission passing through the relativistic ejecta . In case of Swift GRBs, the early observations at optical-IR frequencies indicate that the reverse shock feature is not very
common in contrary to the predictions made earlier (Sari & Piran 1999). However,
this feature has been clearly observed in handful of cases, for example GRB 061126
(Gomboc et al. 2008) and GRB 090902B (Pandey et al. 2010). The detection and
non-detection of reverse shock feature is very useful in constraining the outflow to be
magnetized or baryon-dominated. Early observations at much lower frequencies like
radio and polarization observations in near future will help to know more about the
nature of reverse shock emission.

2.3

Onset of the forward shock emission and off-axis emission

In the Swift era, > 10% of the optical afterglows have been observed exhibiting the
rising phase in their light-curves, peaking at time tp (Rykoff et al. 2009) and decaying
as a power-law at later epochs. Such early rising optical afterglows are expected in
a variety of models that describe the deceleration of the initial fireball (Sari & Piran
1999), off-axis emission (Panaitescu et al. 1998) and the outflow structure (Rossi et al.
2002). Early optical light-curves have an advantage in determining the values of peak
time tp as early XRT data is contaminated with late time central engine activities.
The peak time tp and the brightness at the peak time of GRB optical afterglow light
curves are distributed over several orders of magnitude (Oates et al. 2009; Panaitescu
& Vestrand 2010; Rykoff et al. 2009; Pandey et al. 2011) and could be used to infer
Γ0 , the initial Lorentz factor and the radius of the fireball (Molinari et al. 2007; Sari
& Piran 1999).
Other possible reasons that might exhibit very early features in the optical light
curves are: inhomogeneities in the jet, multi-component outflow, energy injection and
passage of spectral breaks passing through optical bands.

2.4

Dark GRBs

GRBs with no optical afterglows or having X-ray to optical spectral index βOX < 0.5
are classified as dark GRBs (Jakobsson et al. 2004; van der Horst et al. 2009). During
Swift era, rapid follow-up observations of afterglows at optical and near-IR frequen-
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cies have enabled the collection of a good sample of such long duration GRBs, the
underlying possible explanations and the fraction of the population in comparison
to normal GRBs with optical afterglows (Salvaterra et al. 2011; Nava et al. 2011;
Greiner et al. 2011). The possible explanations for this population of bursts include,
low-density environments, bursts occurring at higher redshifts with extinguished optical emission due to Lyman−α forest and that some of the bursts might occur in
dusty environments. Recently, Melandri et al. (2011) analyzed a sub-sample of wellknown dark GRBs with known redshifts and found that the majority of dark GRBs
have rather high X-ray flux and X-ray luminosity and at the same time lower observed
optical flux. Also, these bursts have prompt properties similar to those normal bright
events. This clearly indicates that most of the dark GRBs might belong to denser
environments and their darkness might be related to circum-burst dust absorption.

3. Comparison of early time optical and XRT light curves
In Swift era, rapid follow-up observations at optical frequencies collected a good number of GRBs with near-contemporaneous observations to those seen at XRT frequencies. The analysis of the temporal decay nature of these GRBs indicate that early
time properties of GRBs have a diverse set of features, broadly consistent with the
predictions made by the synchrotron “fireball” model for afterglows though outliers
exist (Oates et al. 2009; Rykoff et al. 2009; Melandri et al. 2010). Specifically, the
very early optical observations of most of GRBs do not trace the canonical decay nature seen at XRT frequencies and show signatures broadly suggesting the onset of the
afterglow and/or off-axis emission for most of the observed features at early times.
Analysis of a subset of GRBs observed both by Swift-UVOT and XRT (Oates
et al. 2011) indicate that the early time Xray and optical-UV light curves are remarkably different during the first 500 s after the BAT trigger, while they are broadly
consistent with the forward shock model for a constant ambient medium during the
middle phase of the afterglow, i.e. between 2000 s and 20000 s. During this period of time, temporal decay indices at optical, αopt , are less than αx , the nearcontemporaneous temporal decay indices seen at XRT frequencies. Also, spectral
indices at XRT frequencies βx are steeper than the combined spectral indices seen
at XRT and optical frequencies i.e. βx-opt . These observed features clearly indicate
towards the forward shock model (Sari, Piran & Narayan 1998). In many cases, chromatic breaks are noticed between optical and X-ray light-curves. At XRT frequencies,
observed chromatic breaks in the form of steepening with no spectral evolution could
be explained in terms of jet breaks or the cessation of energy injection episode. The
properties of the GRBs exhibiting chromatic breaks could not be explained in terms
of passage of break frequencies through the observed bands and might indicate towards multi-component outflow, additional emission components or more complex
jet structures.
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Figure 1. Temporal evolution of the optical (composite light curve with all data shifted to the
Rc band) and X-ray afterglow (0.3 to 10 keV) of GRB 080928 (optical: red circles, X-ray: blue
error bars). The upper limits are not shown here to avoid confusion. The zoom-in shows the
early phase (also highlighted in gray in the big figure) where it is compared with the BAT-GBM
prompt emission. The dashed vertical lines indicate the peak times of the two X-ray flares. The
curve represents the best fit of the late-time data. This figure has been adopted from Rossi et al.
(2011).

3.1

Observations of GRB 080928, a case study

GRB 080928, for example, a long duration burst detected by Swift/BAT and Fermi/
GBM, is an interesting case, exhibiting an early time complex light-curve at optical
frequencies as seen by ROTSE-III and Swift-UVOT (Rossi et al. 2011). From Fig.
1, it is clear that nearly for 100 seconds simultaneous optical, X-ray and gammaray data provide a coverage of the spectral energy distribution of the transient source
from about 1 eV to 150 keV. Despite the rich variability in the early afterglow, the
late-time evolution is consistent with a power law decay. After 4.2 ks, the X-ray
light curve could be described by a broken power law (Beuermann et al. 1999) with
α1X = 0.72 ± 0.35, α2X = 1.87 ± 0.07, tb = (8100 ± 1600)s (observer frame) and a fixed
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Figure 2. The optical afterglow light-curve of GRB 080928 (thick line) compared with the
sample of extinction-corrected well-monitored optical afterglows shifted to z = 1 from (Kann
et al. 2010). For comparison, the GRBs within a redshift interval of 0.1 around the redshift of
GRB 080928 for which we have optical data are highlighted and labeled. All magnitudes are
Vega magnitudes. This figure has been adopted from Rossi et al. (2011).

smoothness parameter n = 5 (χ2 /d.o.f. = 55.4/33 = 1.68; Fig. 1. The optical data
do not allow for a fit with a broken power law. For tobs > 10 ks the fit with a single
power law gives αopt = 2.17 ± 0.02 (χ2 /d.o.f. = 56.8/34 = 1.67). The optical/NIR
and X-ray data suggest similar small variability after 20 ks, which we cannot study
further for lack of good data.
Using the forward shock afterglow model (Zhang et al. 2004; Piran 2005; Panaitescu
& Vestrand 2010), it is difficult to explain the different slopes of the optical and Xray light curves given that they are on the same power law segment of the spectrum.
Assuming the cooling frequency, νc , is above the X-ray band, the spectral slope gives
an electron energy index of p = 2β + 1 ≈ 3. The light curve slope of α ≈ 2 then
indicates we have a pre-break evolution in a stellar wind. This would be problematic
for the early-time evolution, as it is difficult to get a rising afterglow with a stellarwind external medium. The second possibility is that νc is below the optical bands,
resulting in p = 2β ≈ 2. If the external medium is ISM, then this does not contradict
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Figure 3. A plot of rising temporal flux decay indices αr and ratio of tp (fireball deceleration time) and T 90 (the burst duration at BAT frequencies) values of 30 GRBs taken from the
literature (Rykoff et al. 2009; Melandri et al. 2010; Pandey et al. 2011). Vertical solid line is
line at tp = t90 representing the thin-shell case as described in (Sari & Piran 1999). It is clear
from the figure that most of the rising afterglows have tp > t90 i.e. belong to thin shell case
Sari & Piran (1999) and observed tp values being spread over more than 2 magnitudes in time.
Horizontal dotted line represents a line for αr = 2.0. From the figure, it is also obvious that in
case of majority of bursts, the rising temporal index αr is flatter than 2, the value expected for
the onset of the forward shock emission in case of ISM model (Sari, Piran & Narayan 1998;
Panaitescu & Vestrand 2010).

the early-time observations, given a small enough initial Lorentz factor. The optical
fluctuations have a long timescale that is more consistent with energy injection into
the forward shock than with central engine activity.
From Fig. 2, it is also clear that at early epochs the afterglow light-curve is
comparatively faint, nearly eight magnitudes fainter than the brightest events. Its
multiple rebrightenings, which are a notable signature of this afterglow, then bring
the late-time light curve close to the mean magnitude of the distribution one day after
the GRB (at z = 1).

4. Rising light curves at optical bands and their implications
Rising light-curves at optical frequencies have been observed for more than 20 GRBs
localized by Swift (Rykoff et al. 2009; Melandri et al. 2010; Pandey et al. 2011).
The distribution of rising temporal indices are 0.1 < αr < 10 and the values of αr
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for a good fraction of the sample are flatter (see Fig. 3) then those predicted by
various afterglow models (Oates et al. 2009; Sari & Piran 1999). The peak time
of the light-curves could be used to derive the fireball deceleration time tp , which
along with isotropic equivalent gamma-ray energy Eiso could be used to estimate
the bulk Lorentz factor Γ0 using the formula described in Molinari et al. (2007) for
the thin shell case (Sari & Piran 1999). The derived values of Γ0 have a range of
values varying from 100 to 1000 and seems like linearly correlated with respective
values of Eiso indicating that energetic GRBs have higher values of Γ0 (Rykoff et al.
2009; Liang et al. 2010; Pandey et al. 2011). A similar empirical correlation is also
evident between Γ0 and the rest-frame value of Epeak , the peak energy of the prompt
emission spectrum of GRBs (Pandey et al. 2011). However, the correlation is poor due
to underlying uncertainty in the determination of Epeak values for different GRBs. If
the hint for the linear correlation between Γ0 and Epeak is real, it could be useful
to constrain models describing the geometry of the outflow and to understand the
nature of XRFs in more detail (Dermer, Chiang & Bottcher 1999; Rossi et al. 2002;
Yamazaki et al. 2004). We hope to get more precise measurements of Epeak values
of many more GRBs in near future from Swift and Fermi.

5.

Results

The importance of the early observations of GRBs at optical frequencies is highlighted. Early observations of GRBs at optical frequencies are very useful to reveal
the nature of prompt emission spectrum, diverse nature of the afterglow emission
and possible geometric effects associated with the structure of the jet. Optical observations of many GRBs do not exhibit correlations with emission at γ-rays. Also,
reverse shock emission at optical frequencies seems like a not very common feature at
early times. Rising temporal indices αr of the monotonically rising early time optical
light-curves are shallower in comparison to the predicted values for the onset of the
forward shock emission models. A range of αr values could also be reproduced for
different viewing angles if the emission is seen off-axis. These shallower rising indices might also indicate a possible contribution from early energy injection into the
forward shock and/or the irregular structure of the early fireball. Assuming onset of
the forward shock emission as the most probable explanation for the rising afterglows,
the peak time tp is used to determine the values of initial Lorentz factors Γ0 , ranging
from ∼ 100 to ∼ 1000. Also, Γ0 seems to be correlated with Eiso and prompt emission
properties like Epeak . Shallower rising light curves at optical frequencies peaking at
rather later epochs along with the respective prompt emission properties like Epeak
and Γ0 seems originating due to some other reasons like possible geometric effects
i.e. off-axis emission and/or structured outflows.
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